
BUSINESS PLANS TEMPLATE SMEDA ACCOUNTING

Business Plan â€“ Template Use a standard format, for instance the following: . You should also age your accounts
payable, what you owe to your suppliers.

What are some Internet directories of sources of information for e-market research? What are news groups,
listservs, direct marketing and industry websites and how can I use them as part of my e-commerce strategy?
Some examples are delivery, warranty, alteration services, product follow-up, and refund policy. Is it
convenient for customers? The registration requirements are available at the relevant DHO offices. How do I
find buyers and where can I find them? Which national law will cover cross-border electronic transactions
between a seller and a buyer? Financial Plan Pricing Explain your method or methods of setting prices. For
most small businesses, having the lowest price is not a good policy. What hardware is required for engaging in
e-commerce? Customers Identify your targeted customers, their characteristics, and then, for major customer
groups, construct a strategy, to attract and retain. Your projections will come from a sales forecast in which
you forecast sales, cost of goods sold, expenses, and profit, month-by-month for one year. Although, due care
and diligence has been taken to compile this document, the contained information may vary due to any change
in any of the concerned factors, and the actual results may differ substantially from the presented information.
Online communication techniques  If it is, why are many people afraid of making payments through the
Internet? These numbers will go into your operating plan budget. Every part of your business plan is
important, but none of it means a thing if you run out of cash. And your assumptions must be well documented
and well argued. How can I ensure that an agreement made electronically is legally binding? Mention how do
you sell your products or services? Rent cost incorporated for financial analysis is Rs. These questions need to
be answered for an SME to export successfully. Policy and country issues 


